Press Release:
The K9 Guzzler dog drinking fountain from WESCO Fountains, Inc. to see new
upgrades and improvements aimed at the Parks and Recreation market.
North Venice, Florida August 26, 2009
Always providing innovation to the water feature industry, WESCO Fountains, Inc. is
following that tactic with the implementation of upgrades and improvements to its K9
Guzzler product line of commercial quality drinking fountains for dogs. The new
improvements, while enhancing an already innovative product, will also produce a more
durable and accessible product for our core consumer base, the Parks and Recreation
market and Municipalities.
Improvements include the use of a new solid surface polymer material, that is more
durable and resistant to weather, mars and scratches, and offered in wonderful “granite”
designer colors. Also, in an effort to aid Municipalities with the most user friendly
product for their parks, our unique self-shutoff valve is now compliant per the guidelines
of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
These improvements further WESCO’s commitment to the K9 Guzzler product line, but
also reaffirm our idea of an “Affordable Dog Fountain Solution.” As such, all
improvements have been made directly to the current product line, and not as an
“upgrade,” and pricing will stay the same.*
To find all information please visit www.K9Guzzler.com or call 1-800-736-2072.
*Shipping charges will now apply.

New solid surface material and
“granite” designer colors, from
top: Black, Beige, Blue & Green.
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For details, contact:
Kathleen Warblow, VP | Operations
WESCO Fountains, Inc.
3440 Technology Drive
North Venice, FL 34275

The new ADA compliant self
shutoff valve from WESCO.
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WESCO Fountains, Inc., headquartered in North Venice, Florida, is a leader in the water feature industry delivering innovative products and
solutions for their clients where customer service is the paramount goal.

